Zone One Energy Is Awarded a Waiver to Continue Serving Low-Income Customers
Oct. 19th, 2017
NEW YORK CITY, New York – Zone One Energy is pleased to announce that the New York State
Public Service Commission (‘PSC’) has approved its petition for a waiver to serve Low-Income
residents of New York State.
The Low-Income Moratorium was instituted to protect a market segment that has been
extremely vulnerable to excessive energy pricing on the part of suppliers operating in New York
State. Only suppliers who were considered capable and willing to offer a pure guaranteed
savings product to the Low-Income community were considered for a waiver from this
prohibition.
In determining whether the waiver should be granted, the PSC conducted a thorough review of
Zone One Energy’s business practices, and went through several rounds of information
gathering. In its Order which approved Zone One’s waiver, the PSC stated “Zone One has
provided documents, calculations, and detailed explanations to address every concern that was
posed to them. Zone One responded thoroughly and satisfied all of the Commission’s concerns.
The Commission has reviewed the documents and calculations and is confident in Zone One’s
ability to provide this product to APP customers in the Con Edison service territory.”
In response to receiving the waiver, Ari Green, Vice President of Business Development, stated
“We are very pleased with this approval. We believe very strongly in our guaranteed savings
product, and are very appreciative of the trust that the PSC placed in Zone One Energy in
granting this waiver.”
To view the full Order from the PSC that provides this approval, please click here:
http://documents.dps.ny.gov/public/Common/ViewDoc.aspx?DocRefId={67B17DB5-33D744BE-A96E-B31E92225EC4}

About Zone One Energy
Zone One Energy LLC is a licensed energy supplier that serves electric customers in New York
City. The company is dedicated to providing its customers with a guaranteed savings product
that is designed to provide a supply rate that is lower than what would have been paid to the
utility under default service. Zone One services residential, business, manufacturing, retail and
healthcare clients of all sizes.
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